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Love
Focus  can be very easy for some people while others  will often tell me they get distracted easily.

I have learned that if I am excited about accomplishing something, I can remain focused much 
more easily than if I am doing something I dislike. I have also noticed that distraction can show up 
when I am out of my comfort zone. 

So I made a decision, for me personally, that I have to make things fun in order to remain focused.

If you said COMMITTED TO then there is no doubt you will focus and invest the time into your 
future and achieve your dreams once you get really clear and focused!

If you said INTERESTED IN, I would suggest stepping back for 3 days.  Hit the Pause Button!
WHY?

Because you will find excuses, you may feel overwhelmed, old stories and distractions won’t allow 
you to completely focus on this process.  

Honor where you are at for now and come back. It’s OK! When you are fully committed, that is  
where the magic will happen!!

Allow your curiosity to wander and imagine WHAT IF I commit to this blueprint plan? 
WHAT IF I went back with a different perspective?

 
You cannot possibly be in the same place when you are committed to being focused and in action. 
Once we move towards something, the shift happens!

Focus

ASK YOURSELF

Are you INTERESTED IN or COMMITTED TO achieving your goals  
and dreams?
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Living A Life With Purpose

Take the time to be truly present with this picture. Stay in a feeling place and not your 
head. Allow your thoughts to float away as you breath and LET IT GO! Open to receive the 
excitement inside waiting to JUMP OUT and be FREE!

Start anywhere you desire to color in the picture. There is no one way! Just FOCUS on what 
FEELS right for you.

Feel free to jot down anything you notice , feel or insights that came when you completed 
your FOCUS mandala.

Lesson - Bringing In Focus
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Sometimes we can be scared of the unknown. We may be hesitant to try something 
new or afraid that if we do, we will fail at it.  But how will  you ever know what is 
possible unless you take a risk ?

Let’s focus on the   Excitement   of possibilities!

Lesson - Excitement of Possibilities!

Into what part of your life do you want to bring more excitement and energy?

What opportunity is before you that you are hesitating about, but in your heart 
know that you should take the chance?

Where should you place your focus?

Do you see obstacles as blocks or opportunities?
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Notice how you feel right now?

Notice what you are thinking about?

Notice the sounds in your environment 

When you think about bringing your attention somewhere, where does it go first?

What keeps you focused? What gets you distracted? 

• Ask yourself - Are the distractions excuses?

• Do you find yourself using those distractions to avoid something?

What if I told you I wanted you to STOP FOCUSING for right now?

What if I asked you to just notice what is happening?

Lesson - Focus vs. Distraction
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Now for 60 seconds do nothing. Don’t read further. Just STOP!

What do you notice or feel? 

Next, bring your attention to your heart center? What do you notice or feel? 
What are you aware of during this time?

By now you have probably noticed that your ability to set your intention on a focal point is Focus!  

How did you do??
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Lesson - Focus On Growing

What one thing do you want to grow right now?
• A business
• A garden
• Yourself

Be specific about the one thing.
 Example:  I see many opportunities to empower women, creating  
   amazing lives by experiencing life through travel and living  
   bodaciously!

In this statement, the FOCUS is on business. The FOCUS is on a community of 
women. The FOCUS is in the how through travel. The FOCUS is on the feeling.

What CLARITY needs to be written into your statement so that it comes to 
fruition?

 Example:  I focus to attract all the right people and circumstances to  
   make my life better.
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I AM AN IRRESISTIBLE MAGNETIC CURRENT
ATTRACTING EVERYTHING I LOVE

art and words to color here
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Pick one of your desires from Week 2 to Focus on this week. What is MOST 
important to you.

Lesson - Focus to Create Your Desire

What is one thing you Feel  you could do to create this Desire?

What is one thing you know you NEED to act upon this week to start this process?

What is one thing you WILL act upon this week?
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Living A Life With Purpose

The Best is Yet to Come!

How do you feel right now about putting this in motion?
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Love
In the center of the diagram below, write what you will focus on this week.

In the outer circles, write the other things in life that show up, must be done or could distract 
you.

Lesson - Focus to Create Your Desire
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How can you feed your focus and starve your distractions?

What is your focus for the next week?

Where will you put your focus the next month? 
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Love
Lesson - Creating a CLEAR Desire

It is important that we put our energy into the direct core value and alignment 
with our purpose.  

Is this dream/desire the best fit for you? 

Will it be doable and accomplishable in this time to create into your reality?

Remember to be very clear in your thoughts and actions! 

Let’s put our attention on your desired outcome by the end of this  program.
If we keep 

doing things

the way 

we’ve always 

done things, 

we will 

accomplish 

the same 

things.

What is  your CLEAR DESIRE?

What  3 actions will you FOCUS on to achieve this desire?

1.

2.

3.
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Living A Life With Purpose

word art there

How are you going to require yourself to GROW this week to accomplish the desire?
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If you want 

to find the 

secrets of 

the Universe, 

think in 

terms of 

Energy, 

Frequency 

and 

Vibration

~ Nikola Tesla

Lesson - Energy, Frequency, Vibration
Let’s think outside the parameters of what you think you know.
How does one do that? Wipe the slate clean and open to receive!

WHAT IF you did something totally different today? What would you do that is 
not something you’ve previously done to reach this dream?

WHAT IF you focused on opening to a “new channel” of information and had 
TRUST in the images, feelings, thoughts and synchronicities that are being 
shown to you? Are you ready?
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WHAT IF, for today, you put your attention towards the things in the invisible world?  
How does that feel? 

The secret is to Shift out of DO-DO-DO – mode 
and into  ALLOW-ALLOW-ALLOW mode

The kind of seed sown will produce that kind of fruit. 
 Those who do good will reap good results.  Those who do evil will reap evil results. 

 If you carefully plant a good seed, You will joyfully gather good fruit

~ Dhammapada

seed coloring art
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At the end of day notice what good came of situations? Notice how you felt? 
What did you observe?

Did you trust the process? How much? Why or why not?

The invisible world is constantly working it’s magic with the frequency of the 
thoughts that you put out. Your irresistible magnetic current attracts it.
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Buddha:  Nothing is lost in the Universe
The first truth is that nothing is lost in the universe. Matter turns into energy, energy turns into 
matter. A dead leaf turns into soil. A seed sprouts and becomes a new plant. Old solar systems 
disintegrate and turn into cosmic rays. We are born of our parents, our children are born of us.

We are the same as plants, as trees, as other people, as the rain that falls. We consist of that which 
is around us, we are the same as everything. If we destroy something around us, we destroy 
ourselves. If we cheat another, we cheat ourselves.

coloring art of a circle of life




